Full-time students from partner universities can visit IIT Kharagpur on Reciprocal Exchange Programs. You may choose to visit for one to two semesters, or if you prefer a shorter duration for the summer or the winter term. Take courses with our students or pursue research in our labs spread across 19 Departments, 9 Centres and 8 Schools, offering 50 Undergraduate and 67 Graduate programs in Basic Sciences, Engineering, Medical Technology, Humanities, Law and Business. And while you are here, experience the unique residential campus of IITKgp spread over 2100 acres.

Nature of Reciprocal Support
Tuition Waiver
Free Campus Accommodation & Food
Medical Insurance
Travel between Kolkata and Kharagpur
Cultural Experience

CONTACT US
Office of International Relations
Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur
India - 721302
Phone: +91 3222-281068
E: ir-office@adm.iitkgp.ernet.in

COME STUDY @ IIT KHARAGPUR
Reciprocal Student Exchange Program
LIFE AT KGP

ILLUMINATION (OCT - NOV)
Diwali, the festival of light is celebrated in a manner so unique that it stands testimony to our craftsmanship and passion.

KSHITIJ (JAN)
This is the ultimate test of technical grit, knowledge and skill. This is the largest techno-management fest in Asia!

SPRING FEST (JAN)
Spring Fest is the annual Social and Cultural fest of IIT Kharagpur and among the largest student fests in India.

EXPLORE (Year round)
Our location provides a wonderful combination of country surroundings, coastal areas, tribal villages, heritage sites, backwaters, woodlands, Himalayan hills and much more.

SPORTS (Year round)
Indoor and outdoor facilities for sports and games, fully equipped gym, cycling track, swimming pool, adventure sports group, inter-college competitions, yoga camps etc.

UNIQUE PROGRAMS
- Quality & Reliability
- Science of Happiness
- Science and Heritage Initiative
- Future of Cities
- Food Security
- Geoscience for Future of Earth
- Affordable Healthcare
- Climate Change
- Advanced Manufacturing
- Transportation Technologies
- Digital Convergence
- Engineering Entrepreneurship

More than a campus it’s a new home you will make!

For more details visit www.international.iitkgp.ac.in/